Memory lateralization with 2 functional MR imaging tasks in patients with lesions in the temporal lobe.
Previous studies to determine memory lateralization with functional MR imaging (fMRI) have used encoding or recall tasks. The convergence between the results of both tasks, however, is unknown. The objective of this study was to investigate hemispheric asymmetries of temporal lobe activity (parahippocampus and fusiform gyri) in patients with temporal lesions by using both kinds of fMRI tasks. By using blood oxygenation level-dependent fMRI, hemispheric asymmetries of 25 consecutive patients admitted for presurgical evaluation of memory and 12 healthy control participants were studied. Activation was induced by using the picture-encoding task (processing of complex scenes) and the hometown-walking task (requiring mental navigation through one's hometown by using landmarks given by participants themselves). Results in the control group showed that both tasks activated the parahippocampus similarly. The picture-encoding task, however, yielded greater posterior activations in the parahippocampus than did the hometown-walking task. As observed in other studies, more than half the patients showed contralesional representation of memory in each task. It is important to note that estimated memory lateralization from each task was different in 30% of patients, and several cases showed clear discrepancies between both tasks. Although previous studies showed that both tasks were useful for evaluating memory lateralization, the present study suggested that the administration of both tasks is necessary for presurgical evaluation of memory lateralization in patients with lesions in the temporal lobe. Therefore, both encoding and recall processes should at least be considered in the evaluation of memory.